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- Successful events in Asia
  - Shenzhen, Tokyo and, for the first time, Taipei
  - Over 230 attendees total at these events

2011 IBIS Summit at DesignCon
Progress

* Individual Task Groups to report later today
  – Where the day-to-day work of IBIS is done

* IBISCHK5, ver. 5.0.4 distributed Dec. 2010
  – Version 5.0.5 is in testing now

* New mailing lists
  – ibis-editorial@freelists.org for IBIS 5.0 reformat
  – ibis-serdes-backchan@freelists.org
Summits?

- 8th International Workshop on Electromagnetic Compatibility of Integrated Circuits
  - Dubrovnik, Croatia November 6-9, 2011

- 2011 IEEE Workshop on Signal Propagation on Interconnects (SPI)
  - Naples, Italy on May 8-11, 2011
  - http://www.spi2011.unina.it/

- Asia summits now in planning
  - Shanghai, Taipei, Tokyo tentative; alternate cities?

- DAC Summit and Elections: June 7, San Diego
Looking Ahead

* Focus areas for 1H 2011
  - Clear backlog of BIRDs: 11 still open, 5 approved
  - Clear backlog of BUGs: 9
  - Prepare for IBIS 5.1 (reformatted?) and parser update

* New specification: IBIS-ISS

* Administrative tasks
  - Moving IBIS and TechAmerica to Kavi
  - Charter update plus written policies

* Parsers for new & updated specifications in 2H

Thanks for a great 2010!
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